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Uhlmann provides employees with Corona tests in the company 

 

Laupheim, February 2021 

With the machines and solutions from Uhlmann Pac-Systeme GmbH & Co. KG from Lau-

pheim, Germany, pharmaceuticals are packaged worldwide. "We contribute to the basic 

medical care of people. For this reason, a few employees have to travel abroad despite the 

pandemic, for example to maintain the machines at our customers' sites or to eliminate mal-

functions," explains Michael Mrachacz, CSO at Uhlmann. Organizing these trips is currently 

much more time-consuming than before Corona. Now, the company has made it even easier 

for employees. Corona tests required for business trips can now simply be performed at the 

company. Uhlmann company paramedics have been trained to take the smear. "This allows 

us to respond more quickly to our customers' requirements. In addition, our employees no 

longer have to make appointments with a doctor or at a test center. This makes the process 

easier and more convenient," says Michael Mrachacz. 
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Ralph Breymaier, +49 7392 702 8277, breymaier.r@uhlmann.de  

 

 

Uhlmann Pac-Systeme GmbH & Co. KG is a leading global systems supplier for the packag-

ing of pharmaceutical products in blisters, bottles, and cartons. In addition to its innovative 

packaging lines, Uhlmann provides consultation, project management, extensive services 

and digital solutions from a single source. The company is part of the Uhlmann Group, which 

generated sales amounting to EUR 434 million with its workforce of around 2,500 in the busi-

ness year 2019/2020. Further members of the Uhlmann Group are the companies KOCH 

Pac-Systeme based in the Black Forest, Cremer Speciaalmachines in the Netherlands, Won-

der Packing Machinery in China and Axito in Poland. As of October 2019, appropriate ele-

ments of central functions are pooled in the newly formed Uhlmann Group Holding GmbH & 

Co. KG. Visit www.uhlmann.de and www.uhlmann-group.com for more information. 
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